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This study analyzes Purity as a fourteenth century penitential sermon 
which is representative of Its age.    It hypothesizes that the Pearl- 
poet followed the medieval  techniques of sermon construction    and that 
the work 1s probably based on II Peter 2. 
The thesis examines Purity on three levels.    It 1s first studied 1n 
accordance with the form of the University sermon.    The introduction 1s 
divided Into three segments:    the pronouncement of theme, the protheme, 
and the repetition of the principal  theme.    The body is noted to contain 
three major exempla and six minor exempla, and the work concludes with a 
seven line exhortation to purity. 
Second, the poem is compared to II Peter 2 of the Douay Bible. 
Comparison reveals that the poet probably used this Biblical  text as 
the outline for his sermon, deviating only when he found 1t necessary 
to draw on other stories for additional exempla. 
Third, the work is Interpreted to be a fourteenth century verse 
homily stressing the necessity for penance and reinforcing the 
importance of spiritual cleanness. 
In the final  conclusion the penitential nature of the medieval 
sermon Is emphasized.    The thesis affirms that the Lateran Council of 
1215 and the advent of the preaching friar are two factors Instrumental 
in the evolution of the lyrical sermon and penitential literature so 
popular in the fourteenth century.    Purity is recognized as a product 
of these historical events. 
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The following is an analysis of the Middle Enqlish alliterative 
poem Purity or Cleanness.    Because of its didactic nature, this poem and 
its companion Patience have been avoided by most literary critics and 
scholars, and scholarship has been devoted to Sir Gawain and the Green 
Knight and The Pearl--the poet's better known works.    Thus, a need exists 
for a study of both Purity and Patience as typical medieval verse sermons. 
Present studies of Purity have treated the work solely from the literary 
angle, disregarding its homiletic dimension.    Were this the fourteenth 
century, this distinction would never have occurred.    Rather, it would have 
been judged in large part on its theological merits.    Therefore, if we of 
the twentieth century are to understand the meanina of Purity, we must view 
it in the context within which it was written.    This is the task of this 
thesis. 
In the course of this study, we will  be concerned with first, an 
analysis of the structure of the sermon1 as an example of a University-type 
vernacular sermon intended for lay audiences; second, a comparison of the 
throughout this thesis the words sermon and homily will  be used 
interchangeably.    They are defined in Webster's Dictionary as:    sermon - "a 
religious discourse delivered in public usually by a clergyman as a part of 
a worship service" and homily - "a discourse on a religious theme especially 
delivered to a conqreaation durinq church service."    See:    Webster's Third 
International  Dictionary of the Enqlish Language, Philip Babcock Gove, Ed. 
in-chief (Springfield, Massachusetts, 1961J, pp. 2073 and 1033 respectively. 
work with what this writer believes to be the Biblical  text used as a 
basis for the sermon; third, an examination of Purity as a penitential 
sermon; and fourth, a proposal  that Purity could have been written in 
celebration of Whitsunday. 
vi 
Chapter I 
A "MODERN SERMON" 
The fourteenth century was the golden ape of reliqion in England. 
Many anonymous preachers added to the literary canon while great eccle- 
siastical  names such as Fitzralph, Brunton, Bromyard, and Rypon began to 
emerge.1    The preceeding century had seen the climax and gradual decline 
of discussion of the doctrine of transubstantiation, the institution of a 
required "annual  confession and penance for all  Christians," and the es- 
tablishment of the Franciscan and Dominican Friars in Enqland.'   All  of 
these changes were important to the Christian church, but the latter two 
acted as a catalyst for the literary output of the fourteenth century by 
influencing the revival  of preaching. 
Prior to the thirteenth century, preaching had reached its lowest 
ebb, and very little religious instruction was carried on.    That which 
was done was filled with the logic and law of scholasticism and failed to 
inspire the ordinary congregation of the day.    However, with the advent 
of the friars, the style and method of preaching began to change.    The 
parish priest found himself in constant competition with the friar who 
was successfully using a practical  approach that stressed the "human, 
1W. A.  Pantin, The   Biglish Church in the Fourteenth Century (Notre 
Dame,  1962),  p.   236. 
2Jerrit P.  Judd, A History of Civilization (New York,  1966), p.  173. 
simple, and personal" aspects of religion.    He emphasized the love and 
compassion Christ felt for His people, and he told stories drawn both 
from the Scriptures and from real  life.      This approach to religion ap- 
pealed to the medieval man, and the priest found chanae inevitable.    He 
was no longer able to bombard his conareqation with dry logic   but was 
forced to imitate the pleasing style of the friar. 
However, change in preaching cannot be attributed solely to the in- 
fluence of the friars.    Of equal  importance is the revitalization of the 
clergy brought about by the initiation of a required annual confession 
and by John Peckham's decree in 1281  to improve the preaching standards in 
England.    The decree   required each priest to appear before his parish at 
least four times a year.    At this time the priest was to explain the Creed, 
Ten Commandments, Seven Deadly Sins, Seven Cardinal  Virtues and the Seven 
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Sacraments of Grace.      The regulation was again revised seventy-six years 
later when Archbishop Thoresby required religious instruction to be given 
every Sunday.      This zeal  to improve instruction at the grassroots level 
and to require confession at least once a year, coupled with the necessity 
to compete with the pulpit technique of the friars, inspired the secular 
clergyman.    He was hard pressed to provide quality instruction in a more 
pleasing manner. 
Joseph Albert Mosher, The Exemplum in the Early Religious and 
Didactic Literature of England,  (New York, 1966), p.  113. 
4Thomas Frederick Simmons and Henry Edward No!loth,  "Introduction," 
The Lay Folk's Catechism;    The English and Latin Versions of Archbishop 
Thoresby's Instruction for the People,    EETS, OS,CXVI11 (London, 1901), 
p.  xii. 
5Ibid., p. xvii. 
Telling stories and jokes  in the pulpit in order to provide a more 
palatable medium of instruction soon qrew to include the delivery of ser- 
mons in verse.    This particular innovation spread in popularity and became 
a "general  contagion."6    It was not simply an English "fad," but also 
spread into France and other parts of the continent.7   Many medieval preach- 
ers attacked the new pulpit literature as a means to "seduce the ear, rath- 
O 
er than to convert the soul."     And John Wyclif, who played a very important 
role in church history, condemned verse sermons as an abominable form.    He 
writes: 
For freres in her prechinge fordon prechinge of Crist, and 
prechen lesyngus and japes plesynge to )>e peple.. .for ~pei 
docken goddis word and tateren it by "per rimes bat r*e 
fowrme bat Crist 3af it is hidde by yposcrisie.^ 
Chaucer's Parson^ reveals an acquaintance with the technique when he too 
excludes rhyming from his pulpit repertoire.    He says: 
...[I] kan not geeste  'rum, ram, ruf,'  by lettre, 
Ne, God woot, rym holde I but litel  bettre; 
And therefore, if you list--I wol nat glose--X [1] (42-45) 
It must be noted that Wyclifs disapproval and the Parson's inept- 
ness is no indication of the popularity of the verse sermon and religious 
6G. R.  Owst, Preaching in Medieval England:    An  Introduction to 
Sermon Manuscripts of the Period (New York, 1965), p.  271. 
7Natalie E.  White, "The English Liturgical Refrain Lyric before 
1450 with Special  Reference to the Fourteenth Century,"    Diss.  Stanford 
Univ.   1945, p.   245. 
80wst,  p.   274. 
9John Wyclif, Select English Works of John Wyclif, Ed.  Thomas Arnold 
(Oxford,   1899)  II, p.   301. 
10A11 references to Chaucer are based on F. N.  Robinson's edition, 
The Works of Geoffrey Chaucer (Boston, 1961). 
lyrics of that day.    Rather, the medieval  preacher apparently deliqhted in 
the use of religious verse to drive home a particular point or to "unstop 
the ears" of an inattentive audience.11    John Small  suggests that these 
metrical works were intended to be read to the congregation after the req- 
ular service and were used to relay some final bit of information that 
might have been missed.12   The preacher's intent was to draw his conqreqa- 
tion closer to God and to inspire them to live accordinq to His dictates.13 
If this could be accomplished best by rhyme, then he was not adverse to 
its employment. 
Sermon Structure 
With the growing emphasis on ministerial  technique, a new approach 
to sermon structure also emerqed.    This approach, referred to as the  'mod- 
ern'  or 'University'  sermon was a welcome change from the unplanned 'an- 
cient'  sermon of the past.    It was a highly orqanized method of sermon con- 
struction and initiated a new era of preachinq. 
Working within the confines of the University-type sermon required 
that the minister select a Biblical  text that could be divided into at 
least three main divisions.    This number "three" was especially popular 
11 Pantin, p.   141. 
John Small,  "Introduction and Notes," English Metrical  Homilies 
from Manuscripts of the Fourteenth Century (Edinburqh, 1862), p.  vi. 
Steven Brown, The World of Imagery; Metaphor and Kindred Imagery 
(New York,  1965), p.  215. 
14Woodburn 0.  Ross,  "Introduction," Middle English Sermons, EETS, 
OS, CCIX (London, 1940), pp.  1-li.    For a homely portrayal of a fourteenth 
century mass see:    Joseph and Frances Gies, Life in a Medieval  City (New 
York,  1969),  p.   122.     For a more formal  description see:    Henry Osborne 
Taylor, The Medieval   Mind:    A History of the Development of Thought and 
Emotion TrT the Middle Ages  (London,  1925),   I, pp.   103-104. 
because of its apparent association with the Trinity.15   Moreover,  the 
tightly knit structure of the University or "modern" sermon required sev- 
en separate parts or divisions—the theme, antetheme, protheme, repetition 
of the theme, division, subdivision and discussion.    The text for the day 
was necessarily taken from the Scriptures  '    and could be the text assigned 
for "the lesson, the epistle, or the gospel" for that particular day.    How- 
ever, on special days on the church calendar such as Easter and Whitsunday, 
the preacher could select his text from any part of the Bible that he wished. 
Having announced his theme, he would then introduce the antetheme through 
prayer and invocation "followed by the repetition of 'Pater' and  'Ave'  by 
all present."    The protheme, immediately following, repeated the original 
theme by elaborating on some part of the theme not discussed in the sermon.17 
Woodburn Ross reminds us that the fourteenth century preacher would 
frequently combine the antetheme and the protheme into one unit, thus 
eliminating the need for additional consideration of the theme.     If this 
were done, he would then begin what was now the third segment of his ser- 
mon—the repetition of the main theme.    This segment allowed the speaker 
to repeat his theme for the benefit of any late comers in the congregation. 
It was also beneficial  as a restatement of purpose.    At this point the 
division of the sermon, the most important part of the homily, was begun. 
The writer could begin his discussion of the separate parts of the theme 
150wst, p. 332. 
Ross, p.  xliv. 
170wst, pp.  316-320. 
here, or he might divide it even further into subtopics.    These subtopics 
were frequently developed by dilation.'0   Having completed this dilation, 
he would bring the homily back to the original theme and end his didactic 
19 work with a prayer. 
Purity's Sermon Structure 
In keeping with the form of the university sermon, the Pearl-poet 
divides his verse homily into three major divisions and six subdivisions. 
The choice of six for the number of subdivisions 1s obvious in that it is 
divisible by two, the result returning to the preferred symbolic number 
three.    However,  he deviates from the norm by introducing his subtopics 
prior to the major ones.    Hence, he arrives at a form which is theme, pro- 
theme, repetition, subtopics a and b, major topic I, subtopics c and d, 
major topic II, subtopic e, major topic III, subtopic f, return to major 
topic III, and closing prayer. 
Purity, at first glance, appears to have a rather complicated struc- 
tural  pattern.    Therefore, an outline is included in an effort to simplify 
understanding of the sermon-poem. 
I.    Introduction  (1-204) 
A. Pronouncement of theme (1-48) 
B. Protheme, "Parable of the Wedding Feast" (49-176) 
C. Repetition of principal  theme (177-204) 
II.    Body of Sermon 
A.    Exempla first section 
1. Subdivision "a" - "Fall of Lucifer" (205-234) 
2. Subdivision "b" - "Fall of Adam" (235-248) 
3. Major I - "Noah and the Flood" (249-600) 
18 
19 
Ross, pp. xliv ff. 
White, p.   293. 
B. Exempla second section 
1. Subdivision "c" - "God's Visit to Abraham" (601-780) 
2. Subdivision "d" - "Angels'   Visit to Lot"  (781-892) 
3. Major II - "Sodom and Gomorrah" (893-1048) 
4. Exhortation to Purity (1049-1148) 
C. Exempla third section 
1. Subdivision "e" - "Capture of the Vessels of the Temple" 
(1149-1332) 
2. Major III - "Belshazzar's Feast" (1333-1640) 
3. Subdivision "f" - "Nebuchadnezzar" (1641-1708) 
4. Return to Major III (1709-1804) 
III.      Conclusion (1805-1812) 
The poet opens his sermon with a brief introduction to the theme. 
In the opening lines he proclaims: 
Clannesse who so kyndly cowpe comende, 
And rekken up alle "pe resounz pat ho by n'3t askez, 
Fayre formez my3t he fynde in for[p]ering his speche, 
And in 'pe contrare, kark and combraunce huge. 
For wonder wroth is "pe Wy3 "pat wro3t alle >inges 
wyth "pe freke "pat in fylpe fol3es hym after.20 (1-6) 
Thus,  in this initial  segment he announces two themes that will  run con- 
currently throughout the poem.    First, God, referred to as "pe Wy3 pat 
wro3t alle pinges," (5) is angry with the unclean or impure, and second, 
He is an all-powerful God.    Elaborating on this theme, the preacher-poet 
turns to a special  type of "renkez of relygioun" (7) which is revealed in 
"prestez" (8) who "hondel per his aune body" (11) in the form of the sac- 
rament.    He says that those priests who "in clannes be clos" (12) will 
receive a great reward while those who "conterfete crafte"  (13) anger God. 
This counterfeiting is further described by the poet as a lack of 
20A11 references to Purity are based on Robert J. Menner's edition, 
Purity.   A Middle English Poem, Yale Studies in English, LXI (New Haven, 
"courtayse"  (13) on the part of the priest.    Continuing with the pro- 
nouncement of his theme, the poet refers to the Beatitudes in Matthew 5:8— 
"Blessed are the clean:    for they shall see God."21    He then proceeds with 
the analogy that if a wealthy lord were to have a great feast, he would be 
especially angry when a guest arrived wearing old torn clothes.    The lord 
would cast the man out of the hall and forever forbid his readmission 
(36-48).    This brief analogy serves as a preface to the protheme (49-176) 
in which he introduces his first exemplum, "The Parable of the Wedding 
Feast."    Christ tells this parable in Matthew 22:1-14 and Luke 14:16-24. 
The Pearl-poet combines both versions of the Biblical account.    Proceeding 
from that point, he repeats his principal  theme (177-204) by listing a 
long series of sins none of which angered God more than "fylpe of the 
flesch" (202). 
Having completed the repetition of his principal theme, the poet 
begins the major segment of his sermon.    As previously stated, this seg- 
ment differs from the normal  pattern of the university-type sermon in that 
the writer Introduces his subtopics prior to that of the major, using the 
"Fall of Lucifer" as his exemplum in subtopic "a" (205-234).    This por- 
tion of his homily 1s taken from Isaiah 14:12-23 which explains the tradi- 
tion of Lucifer's fall from heaven. 
The Pearl-poet is thus expanding his sermon by exemplum which 
may be defined as a "narrative used to illustrate or confirm a general 
statement."22    In this instance, the general statement that he wishes to 
21A11  references to the Bible are based on the Douay version. 
22Mosher, p. 76. 
confirm 1s the sin of disloyalty which can be interpreted by medieval stand- 
ards as a failure in "trawth."    Lucifer "Ne never wolde for wyl[fulnes] his 
wor^jy God knawe,/Ne pray hym for no pite, so nroud watz his wylle" (231 - 
232).    Yet, the Pearl-poet proclaims that God modifies His anaer, "Forhv 
pa3 "pe rape were rank, pe rawpe watz lyttel"  (233). 
The poet turns to subtopic "b" (235-248) of his sermon.    This sea- 
ment supports the original theme evidenced in subtopic "a," that is, God 
is anqered by a failure in "trawth."    The story told 1s the "Fall of Adam," 
and Adam is portrayed as having sinned in pride and disobedience.    This 
version of the fall  of man is recorded in detail  1n the third chanter of 
Genesis and is compressed by the poet into thirteen lines.    He draws the 
exemplum to a close with the reminder that God tempered his anaer when He 
chose Mary to be the Mother of Christ:    "Al  in mesure and mepe watz mad 
pe veng[a]unce,/And efte amended wyth a mayden Y>at make had never" (247- 
248). 
The first major section of Purity is now introduced as the exem- 
plum "Noah and the Flood." This seament of the sermon-poem extends from 
lines 249 to 544 and 1s followed by a f1fty-f1ve line discourse on the 
necessity for purity of life if one 1s to see God. The flood exemplum 
is taken from the Genesis account of God's wrath and vengeance visited 
upon the world. The poet describes the terrible fear and suffering of 
both man and beast and concludes with the following admonition: 
Lol suche a wrakful wo for wlatsum dedez 
Parformed pe hy3e Fader on folke pat he made; 
>at he chysly hade cherlsched he chastysed ful har°Le], 
In devoydynge "pe vylanye fat venkquyst his V>ewez.  (541-544) 
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Throughout this exemplum the poet is not condemning simple impurity of the 
body, but he is speaking of all  forms of impenitent disobedience to the 
will of God.    Thus, the   specific sin of impurity serves as a metaphor for 
impenitence, and the poet is citing examples of men who are doomed to the 
destruction of hell  by virtue of their refusal to follow God's behests. 
He does not focus^for instance, on failure in "trawth"—"faithfulness, good 
faith, loyalty, honesty."23    When this sin is present in the minor exempla 
God is exceedingly angry, but   He does not punish the offender with death. 
However,  in the major exempla, the poet is concerned with impurity of 
the body as a metaphor for impenitence, and God metes out death as the fi- 
nal judgment.    Thus, It 1s apparent that God's punishment does not depend 
on the sin committed, but rather on whether or not the sinner is repentant. 
The poet reminds his listeners that God felt sorrow for mankind 
(562-563); yet, He did not regret His decision.    Later, He "knyt a cov- 
enaunde cortaysly wyth monkynde "pere," (564) and, God, according to the 
poet, acted in the only manner open to him in that "alle illez he hates 
as helle fcat stynkkez"  (577). 
The Pearl-poet now launches  Into the second section of his exempla 
(subsection "c"--God's visit to Abraham and subsection "d"—the Angels' 
visit to Lot).    These stories precede the second major division of the ser- 
mon and act as an introduction to that exemplum--the destruction of Sodom 
and Gomorrah. 
23The Oxford English Dictionary,  (Oxford, 1961) XI, p. 402. 
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God's visit to Abraham is taken from Genesis xviii  in its entirety 
and follows the Biblical  text rather closely.    The story tells how Abraham 
pleaded with God to save Sodom even if there were only ten good men found 
living there.    Also included is the account of Sara's scornful  laughter 
at the revelation that she would bear a child.    This portion is probably 
the more important of the two in that it serves to point out Sara's unwill- 
ingness to believe that God was able to cause her to give birth even in her 
old age.    When confronted with her laughter, she lied:    ">enne swenged 
forth Sare and swer, by h1r traw^e./Vat for lot >at "pay lansed ho la3ed 
never"  (667-668). 
Subsection  "d" (781-892)--the Angels'  visit to Lot--is taken from 
Genesis xlx:l-23.    Again the poet follows the Biblical  text rather close- 
ly for the general  storyline.    However, he allows his imagination full 
sway as he expands the tale.    Taking a text that is only twenty-three vers- 
es long,  the poet is able to expand this section of his sermon into 111 
lines.    He describes the angels as "Bolde burnez were pay bope, wyth 
berdles chynnez" (789).    The poem goes on to fully explain the angels' 
meeting with Lot (796-804) and the invitation that followed:    "I norne yow 
bot for on ny3t ne3e me to lenge,/And in >e myry mornyng 3e may yor waye 
take" (803-804).    He then takes the simple line,  "He prepared a meal  for 
them baking unleavened bread, and they ate" (Genesis xix:3) and expands it 
into a lengthy description (818-834) of the meal.    This entire section 
serves to introduce the more important exemplum on the destruction of Sodom 
and Gomorrah.     It is also the instrument for exposing Lot's wife as one who 
was guilty of failure in "trawth."    She was instructed by her husband to see 
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that "For wyth no sour ne no salt servez hym never"  (820).    Yet, she 
disobeyed him when: 
Venne ho savarez wyth salt her seuez uch one, 
Agayne fe bone of 'be burne "bat hit forboden hade, 
And als ho scelt hem in scorne fat wel her sky! knewen.    (325-984) 
This deliberate disobedience is seen again when she turns to view the 
destruction of Sodom and is changed into a block of salt (979-984). 
The second major exemplum (893-1048)  is introduced with a vivid 
description of the beginning of the day of destruction of Sodom and Gomor- 
rah:    "Ruddon of be day-rawe ros upon U3ten,/When merk of fe mydny3t mo3t 
no more last"  (393-394).    This entire segment deals with the destruction 
itself and is based on the account in Genesis xix:15-29.    Taking these 
fourteen verses, the poet expands the tale into 155 lines and tells of the 
terrible death and destruction that resulted from man's sinful  nature.    He 
is concerned with the unnatural vice that takes its name from this inci- 
dent and describes the final  results of God's vengeance:    ""Pis watz a 
vengaunce violent fat voyded pise places,/fat foundered hatz so fayr a folk, 
and pe folde sonkken (1013-1014).    Expanding on the Biblical account which 
simply states that brimstone and fire fell upon Sodom and Gomorrah (Gene- 
sis xix:24), the Pearl-poet describes the burned land and the "drovy and 
dym" (1016) sea.    He portrays Sodom, once a place of beauty, as a waste- 
land, and God, the Creator of all  things, as the Destroyer of all those who 
dare to violate His laws. 
Once the story of Sodom and Gomorrah is told, the poet begins a 
ninety-nine line "Exhortation to Purity."   Beginning with line 1049, he 
reminds his listeners that God's love can be qalned by imitatinq Him (1049- 
1068).    He then describes the purity of Christ's life on earth (1069-1108) 
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and concludes with an explanation on how man can imitate this purity 
(1109-1148). 
Having completed the discussion of his second major exemplum, the 
Pearl-poet once again returns to the subdivisions of his work.    As in the 
four previous subdivisions, he tells two stories which illustrate a fail- 
ure in "trawth."    Subsection "e" (1149-1332)--"Capture of the Vessels of 
the Tempie"--serves as the introduction to the poet's final major exem- 
plum--"Belshazzar's Feast."     This story tells of the capture and defile- 
ment by the Babylonians of the sacred vessels  (basins, bowls, cups, etc.) 
from the temple in Jerusalem.    The Biblical  texts are Jeremiah lii:l-26 
and 2 Kings xxiv:18-25.    He illustrates the failure in "trawth" in this 
subsection and reveals the punishment meted out by God for disobedience. 
Zedekiah, Solomon's successor, turned from the laws of God to idolatry, 
and God caused Nebuchadnezzar to destroy him. 
At this point, the poet deviates from his normal  structural pattern 
of two subsections followed by a major exemplum.    He begins the last seg- 
ment of his sermon with a single separate subsection followed by a major 
exemplum within which the second subsection is contained.    The third major 
exemplum (1333-1640/1709-1804)  tells of Belshazzar, the son of Nebuchad- 
nezzar, who irreverently uses the vessels of God.    He is punished by death 
since his sin is defilement of the body.    The connection is not readily 
apparent to the reader.    However, the human body 1s frequently referred to 
as a vessel  in Biblical  literature, and this writer believes such was the 
intent of the Pearl-poet.    The analogy of God as the potter and man as the 
14 
vessel  is asserted in Isaiah xlv:9,ll and lxiv:8.    Thus, the vessel meta- 
phor seems to be especially appropriate to symbolize the defiled bodies 
of God's children. 
Within the story of Belshazzar is the last subsection of the poet's 
sermon, the story of Nebuchadnezzar's sin of pride and loss of "trawth" 
(1641-1708).    As a result of his failure to obey God, he became insane and 
wandered unknown forests.    God continued to punish him in this manner un- 
til he accepted God as the greatest of all powers, at which time his kinq- 
dom was returned to him.    It should be noted that Nebuchadnessar's sin 
was similar to that of Satan in that he was guilty of pride and desired to 
elevate himself above God. 
The poet returns to his major exemplum and completes the story of 
Belshazzar's final destruction (1709-1804). He explains to his audience 
that Belshazzar was: 
...corsed for his unclannes, and cached "perinne, 
Done doun of his dygnete for dedez unfayre, 
And of Vyse worldes worchyp wrast out for ever.    (1800-1802) 
In the traditional manner of the "modern" sermon, the preacher poet then 
reminds his people of the lesson taught that day and prays that "grace he 
uus sende" (1810). 
Conclusion 
It is thus obvious that the Pearl-poet has not written an unbalanced 
and poorly planned sermon.    Rather, examination reveals that each section 
is a well  planned segment of a didactic statement which stresses the sins 
of man.    It divides man's sins into those which anger God but do not call 
down His greatest wrath (those against "trawth"), and those which cause God 
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to punish man with death (impurity of body).    In each case, a kind of im- 
purity is present, but the latter is most distasteful  to the Maker since 
it is used as a metaphor for impenitent sin. 
Another preoccupation of the poem is penance as the means to cleanse 
the impurity of sin.    The poet is calling for the penance of the congre- 
gation, for it is only through penance that they can become pure or clean 
enough to enter the kingdom of heaven.    He is calling for immediate action 
for the time is now.    Otherwise, warns the poet, man may find himself un- 
fit to be invited to live with God, even as the poorly dressed wedding 
guest was unfit to remain in the wedding hall.    There is an urgency in his 
message as he reminds them that God's call may come at any time and that 
they can only be prepared through confession and penance.    To be unpre- 
pared, says the writer, is to risk the wrath that he has illustrated abun- 
dantly in nine different exempla. 
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Chapter 2 
PURITY AS A FOURTEENTH CENTURY VERSE HOMILY 
Basis for Sermon Outline 
As we have seen, the fourteenth century views on sermon construc- 
tion suqgested that the writer divide his work into three separate divi- 
sions and that each division should comment on the chosen theme.    Thus, 
a fourteenth century writer could follow one of two courses.    He could 
select a Biblical  text that would lend itself to the natural division of 
at least three sections, or he could prepare his sermon from several dif- 
ferent texts and incorporate all the information.    Since the exact text 
used by the Pearl-poet is not known, scholars have simply stated that the 
Latin Vulqate is the source of Purity. 
'It is qenerally admitted that the Latin Vulqate Bible is the 
source of Purity.    See:    Sir Israel Gollancz, Ed., Cleanness, An Allit- 
erative Tripartite Poem on the Deluge, the Destruction of Sodom, and the 
Death of Belshazzar by the Poet of Pearl, Select Early English Poems, VII 
(London,1921), p.  xix, says:    "The poet had before him some form of the 
Vulgate text, and this was his major source...  1t is remarkable how close- 
ly he adheres to the actual words before him."    See also:    Robert Menner, 
Purity, A Middle English Poem, Yale Studies in Enolish, LXI (New Haven, 
1920), p.  xxix1,    John Gardner, The Complete Works of the Gawaln-Poet (Chi- 
caqo, 1965), p. 25;    Richard Morris, Ed., Early English Alliterative Poems 
in the West Midland Dialect of the Fourteenth Century (London, 1864), 
p. xiii, Edwin Dodge Cuffe,  "An Interpretation of Patience, Cleanness, 
and the Pearl  from'the Viewpoint of Imaqery,"    Diss.  University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1951, p. 83. 
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To date, the specific Biblical  text used as a basis for the work 
has not been identified.    Rather, several  references are cited, often 
non-Biblical, as the source for the individual stories told in the metri- 
cal sermon.    For instance, John Gardner suggests that the poet might have 
2 
borrowed ideas from Tertullian and Bonaventura.      This writer believes 
the Pearl-poet was working with the Bible as his primary source of inspira- 
tion    and that he chose II Peter 2 as the framework for his poem.    Not 
only are six of the nine exempla told in Purity found in this particular 
text, but they are included in the same sequence as that of the Biblical 
work.    Also, II Peter 2 carries the same didactic message as that of the 
Pearl-poet's metrical  sermon.    It is not immediately apparent why the poet 
did not specifically cite the Biblical source.    However, one must remember 
that the Pearl-poet was not living in an age of the enlightened reader. 
Few,  if any, of his parishoners owned a Bible) and fewer still probably 
ever heard of II Peter.    They depended upon oral  transmission of the Bible. 
So what would the preacher gain by citing a text that was probably hither- 
to unknown to his listeners? 
The text of II Peter 2 begins with the admonition that the reader 
beware of "lying teachers" (II Pet.  2:1), for God has placed many punish- 
ments upon those who do not follow His precepts.    The apostle   warns any 
2Gardner,  pp.   343-344. 
historically,  II Peter is attributed to Simon Peter or to someone 
who was writing in the name of the apostle.    Tradition tells us that the 
writer was attempting to "combat doubts growing out of the delay of the 
Parousia" or second coming.    See:    M. S.  Enslin, "Second Letter of Peter 
The Interpreters Dictionary of The Bible,   III   (Nashville, 1962), pp. 
767-768. 
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future offenders of a similar fate and cites three Old Testament stories-- 
the Fall  of the Angels, Noah and the Flood, and the Destruction of Sodom 
and Gomorrah--as examples of God's punishments.    In the first, he says that 
He "delivered them, drawn down by infernal  ropes to the lower hell, unto 
torments, to be reserved unto judgment" (II Pet. 2:5).    He reminds his 
reader that Noah's family alone was saved from the great deluge because 
Noah was "the preacher of justice"  (II Pet.  2:5).    Not satisfied with these 
two examples of the punishments meted out by God, the author launches into 
the third Old Testament story--Sodom and Gomorrah.    He writes that God 
destroyed these cities and saved only Lot and his family because Lot was 
"oppressed by the injustice and lewd conversation of the wicked" (II Pet. 
2:7).    He continues his description of Lot as a man who was  "just" and whom 
the Sodomites  "vexed...with unjust works" (II Pet. 2:5).    At this point in 
his narrative the writer begins the essential message intended in II Peter 
2.    He states that God reserves his most terrible anger for those "who 
walk    after the flesh in the lust of uncleanness," and who "despise qovern- 
ment"  (II Pet.  2:10).    He accuses these sinners of being "audacious, self- 
willed" and "blaspheming" (II Pet.  2:10).    Unlike the fallen angels whom 
God did not punish with a "railing judgment" (II Pet. 2:11), fallen man is 
said to be an "irrational" beast who tends toward "the snare and to de- 
struction..."  (II Pet.  2:12).    He concludes his epistle with a reminder 
that "...it had been better for them not to have known the way of justice, 
than after they have known 1t to turn back from that holy commandment 
which was delivered to them"  (II Pet.  2:21). 
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Historically we are told that the writer of II Peter 2 was con- 
fronted with two problems.    First, he wished to oppose the Gnostic 
teaching that there would not be a second coming.    Second, he allowed 
that scriptural prophecy could not be a matter of self-instruction.    Rath- 
er, since the Scripture was written by inspired men, it could only be 
interpreted by inspired men.    He was reserving interpretation to the "ec- 
clesiastical  teaching office," and preventing the spreading of what he be- 
4 
lieved to be false doctrine. 
It is therefore apparent that the writer of II Peter is warninq his 
readers to avoid those men who reject the Parousia and to prepare for 
Christ's second coming by remaining in a state of penance.    He cites four 
examples of the wrath God visits upon those who disobey His commandments. 
In so doing, he reminds his people to be prepared for the last day and to 
avoid recontamination with sin once they have received purification. 
Comparison of II Peter 2 with Purity 
A comparison of this Biblical work with Purity reveals an apparent 
dependence on II Peter 2 as a basic framework for the metrical  sermon.    As 
noted in Chapter I of this study, there are three main stories which are 
incorporated into Purity.    They are the Flood (249-544), Sodom and Gomor- 
rah (893-1048), and Belshazzar's Feast (1333-1640).    There are six minor 
stories also included—the Fall of the Angels (205-234), the Fall of Man 
(235-248), Abraham (601-780), Lot (781-892), the Fall of Jerusalem (1149- 
1332), and Nebuchadnezzar (1641-1708)--making a total of nine exempla in 
4Werner Georg Kummel, An Introduction to the New Testament, trans. 
A. J. Mattill, Jr.  (Nashville, 1966}, p. JW. 
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all. Present in the Biblical text are four stories--the fall of the an- 
gels (II Pet. 2:4), the Flood (II Pet. 2:5), Sodom and Gomorrah (II Pet. 
2:6), and the deliverance of Lot (II Pet. 2:7). Verses twelve and thir- 
teen suggest the stories of Nebuchadnezzar and Belshazzar makinq a total 
of six exempla in all. Thus, it is plausible that the Pearl-poet used 
II Peter 2 as an outline for the metrical sermon Purity. He deviates 
from this outline only when he finds it necessary to include three addi- 
tional minor exempla to maintain his tripartite division. 
If we accept this hypothesis, then we must assume that the poet 
had only to fill  in the blanks  left by the epistle by selecting three 
additional minor exempla and fitting Belshazzar's Feast into the last 
segment of his sermon.    At first, Belshazzar's Feast appears to be a 
rather unusual  choice, and scholars have accused the poet of damaging the 
composition of his sermon.5   However, one must remember that he was deal- 
ing with vessels as a metaphor for the human body and receptacle of the 
soul of man.    Within this context, the Belshazzar segment fits into the 
overall  plan devised by the Pearl-poet in that it suggests that the sacred 
vessels taken from Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar were symbolic of those 
5In his introduction to Purity, p.  111, Professor Menner states 
that "in spite of the fact that the outline is clear and carefully 
worked out, the poem is not well  proportioned.    ...the introduction to 
Belshazzar's Feast, which narrates the siege of Jerusalem and the seizure 
of the sacred vessels, both elaborated with much irrelevant detail, is 
also unnecessarily long.    The poet apparently found such excellent material 
for story-telling in the events recorded that he could not refrain from 
inserting it.    He becomes so engrossed in his narrative that he forgets 
that his stories are not being written for their own sake, but as illustra- 
tions of a particular theme." 
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children of God who were taken from the Holy Church by Satan.    Since 
Belshazzar's whores drank from the vessels, the objects were defiled.    It 
is not unlikely that the poet is suggesting a physical  violation of 
chastity here. 
If one is to establish Purity's dependence upon II Peter 2, a more 
thorough comparison of the two works is necessary.     In so doing, the read- 
er finds that there is not only a similarity in structure and content, but 
also in theme and moral  intent.    For example, in comparing the two texts 
it is discovered that the author of II Peter begins the second chapter of 
his book by warning the Church that: 
...there were also false prophets amonq the people, 
even as there shall be among you lying teachers, who shall 
bring in sects of perdition, and deny the Lord who bought 
them:  bringing upon themselves swift destruction. 
And many shall follow their riotousnesses, through 
whom the way of truth shall  be evil spoken of. 
And through covetousness shall they with feigned words 
make merchandise of you: whose judgment now of a long time 
lingereth not, and their perdition slumbereth not.    (II Peter 2:1-3) 
In a like manner, the Pearl-poet speaks initially of men of religion. 
First, he tells of those who are honest clergymen: 
As  renkez of relygioun "pat reden and syngen, 
And aprochen to hys presens, and prestez arn called. 
They teen unto his temmple and temen to hymselven, 
Reken wyth reverence pay r[ec]hen his auter, 
F-ay hondel per his aune body and usen hit bope: 
If bay in clannes be close, pay cleche gret mede.   (Pur. 7-12) 
And then he turns to those who are dishonest: 
Bot if bay conterfete crafte, and cortaysye wont. 
As be honest utwyth, and inwith alle fylpez, 
>en are bay synful  hemself, and sulped altoqeder, 
Lope God and his gere, and hym to greme cachen.   (Pur.  13-16) 
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As the apostle is intent upon warning the Church that there are "false 
prophets"  (II Pet.  2:1) among them who will  lead them to destruction, 
the Pearl-poet follows his lead when he contends that there are dishonest 
preachers who "conterfete crafte and cortaysye wont"  (Pur.  13).    These, 
says the poet, will  be punished by God--"hym to greme cachen" (Pur.  16). 
Finally,  like the Apostle Peter, the poet emphasizes the seriousness of 
living an impure life, "For wonder wroth is be Wyz bat wro3t all binges/ 
Wyth be freke bat in fylbe fo^es hym after" (Pur.  5-6) and urqes his 
congregation to confession and penance. 
The concept of purity is then expanded by insertion of the "Parable 
of the Wedding Feast" which tells how a wealthy lord prepared a great 
feast in honor of his son's marriage.    However, the invited quests, for 
one reason or another, refused his invitation.    Angrily, the lord ordered 
his servants to go out into the highways and invite all who traveled there. 
Soon the great hall was filled.    But one guest was found to be improperly 
attired.    The lord demanded that the man be thrown into the dungeon and 
never permitted entrance into the castle again.    Using the metaphor of 
clean clothes to represent the sinless state of man, the poet explains 
this segment by reminding his listeners that God will  not allow them to 
enter the gates of heaven if they, like the quest, appear before Him with 
souls that have not been made clean: 
For such unpewez as bise, and "bole much payne, 
And in be Creatores cort com never more, 
Ne never see hym with sy3t for such sour tornez.  (Pur. 190-192) 
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Turning once again to the epistle of St.  Peter, we note that the 
writer reminds the Church that God did not withhold punishment from the 
angels as the originators of sin.    Rather, He: 
...spared not the angels 
that sinned, but delivered them drawn 
down by infernal  ropes to the lower hell, 
unto torments, to be reserved unto judgment.   (II Pet.  2:4) 
The Pearl-poet, too, reviews the story of Satan's fall.    However,  in the 
tradition of the medieval  preacher, he expands the story to play upon the 
imaginations of his congregation.    He says: 
For pe fyrste felonye pe falce fende wro3t, 
Whyl  he watz hy3e in pe heven hoven upon lofte, 
Of alle pyse apel aungelez attled pe fayrest; 
And he unkyndely as a karle kydde a reward. 
He se3 no3t bot hymself how semly he were, 
Bot his Soverayn he forsoke,...(Pur.  205-210) 
After a ten line description of Satan's conduct, the poet concludes with 
the following description of God's punishment of the offenders. 
Pikke Jjowsandez ^ro prwen peroute, 
Fell en fro pe fyrmament fendez ful  blake, 
[S]weved at pe fyrst swap as pe snaw pikke, 
Hurled into helle-hole as pe hyve swarmez.  (Pur.  220-223) 
At this point it was necessary for the poet to expand his sermon in 
order to maintain the three-stage tripartite division.    This time he chose 
to tell  the story of Adam and Eve.    Following the Genesis storyline very 
closely, he concludes with the reminder that man's punishment is  "...pe 
depe pat drepez uus alle" (Pur. 246).    At first   it appears that the Adam 
and Eve story should logically follow the story of Satan's fall.    The 
average person frequently thinks of the two as companion pieces, and it is 
not unlikely that the Pearl-poet was reasoning along the same lines.    How- 
ever, another possibility also exists.    The apostle reminds us that God did 
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not punish the angels with a "railing judgment"  (II Pet. 2:11), but He 
found fallen man to be an "irrational" beast who tends toward "destruction" 
(II Pet.  2:12).    Although he does not definitely identify Adam in this seq- 
ment, the inference is clear.    Perhaps the poet felt that he was correctly 
interpreting II Peter 2:11-12 as being a reference to the fall of Adam and 
is following the apostle's line of thinking. 
Having completed his minor exempla, the poet again returns to 
II Peter 2 for the next segment of his sermon.    This time he tells the 
story of Noah and the flood in accordance with this Biblical text.    The 
epistle reads: 
And spared not the original  world, but preserved 
Noe, the eighth person, the preacher of justice brinqina 
in the flood upon the world of the ungodly.    (II Pet. 2:5) 
Since he was a natural storyteller, he delighted in the expansion of the 
Old Testament story    and began by explaining the reasons for God's anger. 
But in pe pryd watz forprast al pat pryve schuld: 
)>er watz malys mercyles and mawgre much scheued, 
'Pat watz for fylbe upon folde pat pe folk used, 
Pat pen wonyed in pe worlde wythouten any maysterz.    (Pur. 249-252) 
He describes in detail  the evil that mankind devised (Pur. 253-280) and 
sees the earth as becoming complete in its corruption--God "knew uche con- 
tre coruppte in hitselven./And uch freke forloyned fro 'be ry3t wayez"  (Pur. 
281-282).    Thus, according to the Pearl-poet, God became angry with mankind 
because man was guilty of sins of the "flesh."    He decided that He would 
"delyver and do away pat doten on pis molde,/And fleme out of pe folde al 
pat flesch werez"  (Pur.  286-287).    God proclaims that "Al schal doun and 
be ded and dryven out of erpe" (Pur.  289).    He describes the dimensions of 
the ark in vivid detail   (Pur.  309-322) and narrates the events of the flood 
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as though he were among the eight passengers aboard (Pur.  361-544).    Final- 
ly, drawing the Noah segment to a close, the Pearl-poet reminds his audience 
that God would never again destroy the entire world, for He: 
...knyt a covenaunde cortaysly wyth monkynde \>ere, 
In J)e mesure of his mode and me))e of his wylle, 
>at he schulde never, for no syt, smyte al at onez.   (Pur.  564-566) 
Once again it was time to return to his Biblical text. He was re- 
warded with still another exemplum--the story of the destruction of Sodom 
and Gomorrah--as a second example of God's punishment of sinful man. The 
epistle reads: 
And reducing the cities of the Sodomites, 
and of the Gomorrhites, into ashes, condemned 
them to be overthrown, making them an example to 
those that should act wickedly. 
And delivered just Lot, oppressed by the 
injustice and lewd conversation of the wicked. 
For in sight and hearing he was just: dwelling 
among them, who from day to day vexed the just soul 
with unjust works.   (II  Pet.   2:6-8) 
Since the poet apparently desired that the three divisions be tripartite, 
he was forced to select an additional minor exemplum to complete the ser- 
mon division.    His Biblical text was providing him with one minor exemplum 
for this section.    It seems only appropriate that he chose to divide the 
story of Sodom and Gomorrah into the same division as that of Genesis 18 
since it already had a natural  three-part apportionment.    Thus, he in- 
cludes the story of Abraham and,  in so doing, assumes the same story se- 
quence as the Genesis version.    The story progresses from God's visit with 
Abraham (Pur.  601-688), through Abraham's plea for Lot's life (Pur. 713- 
776),  the description of the angels'   visit to Lot  (Pur.   781-892), and to 
the final destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah (Pur.  893-1048). 
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In his writing the poet is able to make full use of description. 
He describes the total destruction of the two great cities and visualizes 
the terrible wrath of God: 
To waken wederez so wylde pe wyndez he callez. 
And pay wropely upwafte and wrastled togeder, 
Of felle flaunkes of fyr and flakes of soufre, 
Al  in smolderande smoke smachande ful  ille, 
Al birolled wyth }>e rayn, rostted and brenned, 
"Pe brethe of pe brynston bi pat hit blende were, 
Al po dtees and her sydes sunkken to helle.  (948-968) 
Moreover, the poet introduces the penitential  theme which runs throughout 
his text.    He reminds his parishoners that penance alone can prevent 
damnation: 
Nou ar we sore and synful  and souly uch one, 
How schulde we se, pen may we say, pat Syre upon throne? 
Sis, pat Mayster is mercyable, pa3 pou be man fenny 
And al  tomarred in myre, why! pou on molde lyvyes; 
You may schyne pur3 schryfte, pa3 pou haf schome served, 
And pure pe with penaunce tyl pou a perle worpe.   (Pur.  1112-1116) 
Finally, he is ready to return to his text.    But a problem exists. 
The exempla intended for the third segment of his sermon are not precisely 
spelled out.    Unfortunately, there is no way one can definitely prove that 
the final  exempla in Purity were inspired by the Biblical  verses.    Certain- 
ly, there is no definite reference to the stories of the looting of the 
temple, to Nebuchadnezzar or to Belshazzar.    Although the phrase "rioting 
in their feasts" (II Pet. 2:13) may have logically suggested any feast, 
there was certainly none more rlotuous than that of Belshazzar.    In des- 
cribing the preparations for the Babylonian festivities, the poet imagines 
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the king to say: 
'Bryng hem now to my borde, of beverage hem fylles, 
Let fn'se ladyes of hem lape--I luf hem in hert! 
Pat schal  I cortaysly kybe, and )>ay schin knawe sone 
■per is no bounte in burne lyk Baltazar pewes.'  (Pur.  1433-1436) 
One can readily see that not only are the words and phrases remini- 
scent of particular Bible stories, but that the general message of the 
epistle is the same as that of the Pearl-poet.    When St. Peter speaks of 
those "who walk after the flesh 1n the lust of uncleannes" (II Pet. 2:10), 
he is a kindred spirit with the Pearl-poet who asks, "Hou schulde ))ou com 
to his kyth bot if bou clene were?" (Pur.  1110).    The apostle describes 
those who persist 1n sinning as: 
Having eyes full of adultery and of sin that ceaseth 
not: alluring unstable souls, having their heart exercised 
with covetousness, children of malediction.  (II Pet. 2:14) 
For if', flying from the polutions of the world, through 
the knowledge of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, they be 
again entangled in them and overcome: their latter state is 
become unto them worse than the former.  (II Pet.  2:20) 
And the medieval preacher-poet warns his listeners: 
Bot war \>e wel, if pou be waschen wyth water of schryfte, 
And polysed als playn as parchmen schaven, 
Sulp no more penne in synne by saule fjerafter, 
For penne >ou Dry3tyn dyspleses wyth dedes ful sore.   (Pur.   1133-1136; 
Whether we agree that the Pearl-poet was inspired to tell the Bel- 
shazzar story by significant words in St. Peter's text or that he borrowed 
his outline and thematic content from the epistle are moot points.    What 
is not debatable, however, is the poet's reasoning for selecting a nearly 
self-contained text.    Theories on sermon construction did not bind him to 
one particular text, but the University form did suggest a tripartite 
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division.    Therefore, he elects to maintain the framework of the Biblical 
text since it provides a basic pattern. 
Of course, we cannot overlook the poet's mastery of the Bible.    His 
use of a textual  outline is no indication that he is entirely dependent on 
this single source.    Instead, the poet follows the text only as an out- 
line, and then he expands that outline by going to the primary source of 
each exemplum.    Knowing the Bible well enough to be able to locate and of- 
ten combine versions of the same tale requires a thorough knowledge.    This 
knowledge is not best illustrated by his switching from Matthew 22 to 
Luke 14.    Rather, it is best illustrated by his knowing that II Peter 2 
carries the same didactic message as that he wishes to present in his 
sermon. 
When the poet decides to introduce the two most despicable sins as 
failure in "trawth" and sexual  impurity, he knows that II Peter 2 dis- 
cusses the anger that God feels for those "who walk after the flesh in the 
lust of uncleanness"  (II Pet. 2:10)  [sexual  impurity], and those who "de- 
spise government" (II Pet.  2:10) [failure in trawth].    Therefore, he has 
only to incorporate the need for penance, and his sermon is complete.    This 
step is taken early in the poem when the poet tells the story of the wed- 
ding feast.    He reminds his listeners that Christ may come for them at any 
moment.    Therefore, they must confess, repent, and receive absolution to 
be ready for His coming.    Otherwise, as the man in the parable, they will 
not be invited to see God because their heavenly souls are soiled with 
impenitent sin. 
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We must conclude that II Peter 2 and Purity bear a great many simi- 
larities.    In general  format, six of the nine exempla presented in II Peter 
2 are repeated in Purity.    These six also appear in the same sequential 
arrangement in both works.    Both record instances of God's punishment of 
the unrepentant, and they reflect the same themes and deliver the same 
didactic messages—repent, for the time is now.    Perhaps the Pearl-poet 
was not combating the Gnostic intrusion into the fundamental doctrine of 
the Parousia, but he was fighting the eternal procrastinator who is for- 
ever delaying his annual  visit to the priest.    The poet's and apostle's 
concluding words might be interchanged to speak one final warning to man- 
kind that "...it had been better for them not to have known the way of 
justice, than after they had known it, to turn back from that holy command- 
ment which was delivered to them" (II Pet. 2:21), for God becomes especially 
angry when "pat ones watz his schulde efte be unclene" (Pur.  1144). 
Purity and Penance 
When the modern reader approaches Purity, he must be reminded that 
a proper understanding of the poem requires an insight into the religious 
traditions within which the author wrote.    As such, the eccleiastical re- 
form which culminated in the Fourth Latern Council of 1215 Is the one fac- 
tor which influenced the literature of the fourteenth century more than 
any other.5   The decree required that: 
Every Christian of either sex, after attaininq years of 
discretion, shall faithfully confess all  his sins to his own 
priest at least once a year ' 
6W. A.  Pantin, The English Church in the Fourteenth Century (Notre 
Dame,  1962),  pp.   191-197: 
7Medieval Handbook   of Penance, Eds. John T. McNeill and Helena M. 
Gamer (New York, 1938), p. 413. 
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This emphasis on church attendance, coupled with the requirements that the 
priest should counsel his congregation, created an immediate need for pen- 
itential  literature.8   Purity is part of the literature which developed 
from that need. 
Penance, as it relates to uncleanness, is the major theme of Purity 
and dominates the entire sermon.    This seems especially appropriate if we 
remember that penance was a pervasive religious concept throughout the 
fourteenth century.9    In 1357 Archbishop Thoresby included the penitential 
doctrine in The Lay Folks'  Catechism as one of the seven sacraments of the 
church.    This sacrament is described as: 
...forthinking we have of our syn 
Wythouten will or thought to turne agayne to it. 
And this behoues haue thre thinges if it be stedefast: 
Ane is sorow of our hert that we have synned; 
Another is open shrift of our mouth how we have synned; 
And the third is rightwise amendes makyng for that we haf synned. 
This thre, with qode will  to forsake our syn. 
Clenses us and wasshes us of alkeyn synnes.'^ 
Thus, the Pearl-poet reflects ecclesiastical  trends when he an- 
nounces one of his themes in the opening statement of the poem.    He will 
recommend "clanness," he says, because God is very angry with those who 
"in fylpe fol3es hym after" (Pur.  6).    God and the angels, muses the poet, 
are so "clene" (Pur.  17-19)  in the heavenly court, that it is no wonder 
8Pantin, p.  192. 
9Ibid., p.  236. 
10The Lay Folks'  Catechism:    The English and Latin Versions of Arch- 
ishop Thoresbv's  Instruction for the People, Eds.  Thomas  Frederick Simmons 




that uncleanness is not allowed (pur.  17-22).    He paraphrases the sixth 
Beatitude,  "pe hapel  clene of his hert hapenez ful fayre,/For he schal 
loke on oure Lorde wyth a bone chere" (Pur.  27-28), and conversely, he who 
"unclannesse hatz on" (Pur. 30) will never see God. 
All of this serves as an introduction to a second theme "clannesse" 
which acts as a vehicle to allow the poet to stress the major issue at 
hand—man's need for penance.    This is done first in the parable of the 
Wedding Feast wherein the poet explains that the great feast is the "kyndom 
of heven" (Pur.  161) to which all are invited that are baptized "ful3ed in 
font" (Pur.  164).    The wedding clothes are reflections of the deeds that 
one does during his lifetime. 
This clean clothes metaphor is essential  to the verse sermon since 
it incorporates the essence of the sermon message.    It is not an original 
idea with the Pearl-poet.    Rather, it is a Biblically inspired metaphor 
which was a favorite with medieval writers.    A twelfth century sermon on 
confessions describes soiled clothes as: 
Sume berep sole clo"p to pe watere forto wasshen 
it clen.    Swo fastep be sinfulle man his festina 
to clensen him selven of his fule sinnen." 
Another explains the allegory of white clothing: 
...Pe angell pat was clothed in white betokenep clene 
life and be comford pat we shuld have in God. And he 
pat will not wash hym white here may neuer be bold to 
a-bide pe commynge of Criste to per saluacion, for pe 
white clotyinge betokened pe joy of heven.1 
^Old English Homilies of the Twelfth Century from the Unique Ms 
B.  14, 52~jn the Library of Trinity College,  H.  Richard Moms, EETS; 
Second Series,  (London, 1873), p.  56. 
12Woodburn 0. Ross,  BJ., Middle English Sermons, EETS, OS, CCIX 
(London,  1940), p.   136. 
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Thus, the Pearl-poet is making full  use of a popular clothinq metaphor in 
order to illustrate the need for penance.    He is attemptinq to present an 
intangible concept to a group of people who think best in concrete terms. 
Therefore, the suggestion is made that man's wedding garment (baptismal 
robe)  is pure when he is baptized as an infant.    However,  in the course of 
a lifetime he soils his garments through sin which causes him to be in 
frequent need of purification.    The poet reveals penance to be the laundry 
in which our unclean wedding garments are periodically washed.    He reminds 
us that all of this is made possible by Christ's death on the cross and is 
unavailable to persons in the Old Testament, except possibly those who lived 
in the shadow of the cross as suggested by the Abraham exemplum. 
The parable of the Wedding Feast is one of the few instances in 
which the Pearl-poet stops to explain the allegorical  interpretation of a 
passage.    However, he limits his interpretation by the simple announcement 
that man's "wedez"  (Pur.  165) are his  "werkez" (Pur.  171).    Apparently he 
expects his audience to understand the tropological aspect of the parable 
which says that in order to be admitted into the lord's hall  (the kingdom 
of heaven), one must be clothed in "wedez...clene" (Pur. 165)  (the garment 
of righteousness) made possible through penance.13 
The poet's inclusion of the parable is seen to be a forthright plea 
for penance.    He is reminding his listeners that they are invited by God 
to live with Him.    However, a necessary ingredient for admission into His 
13Joachiem Jeremias, The Parables of Jesus, trans. S.  H.  Hooke, 
(New York,  1963), p.   69. 
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kingdom is to remain clothed in the white robes of purity.    If one has 
received infant baptism and paid penance for his sins, he is entitled to 
enter the kingdom of heaven.    But if he refuses to abide by these sacra- 
ments, as did the first guests of the parable, there will be no room in the 
Messianic kingdom. 
A modern theological  scholar sugqests that the quests could have 
been waiting for a second invitation to the banquet.    He explains that 
since most banquets of that time lasted well  into the night, the guests 
might have taken time to carry on additional business before acceptina the 
banquet invitation at sundown.14   The poet's interpretation therefore could 
suggest that the first invited guests were those persons who postponed rep- 
aration anticipating that death or the Parousia was far into the future. 
Thus, the Pearl-poet insists on immediate action.    This is noted in the 
parable when the poet imagines the lord of the castle to say of his guests 
"'Now for her owne sor3e pay forsaken habbez'" (Pur. 75), and he then sends 
his servants to invite "be wayferande frekez" (Pur. 79) without any prior 
notice.    Could the poet be reminding his listeners that they do not have 
time to put off penance, for God sends no warning? 
Penance is again brought into play in the two minor exempla, the 
Fall of Satan and Adam's sin.    Each story illustrates a general uncleanness 
or failure in "trawth."    In the stories, neither Adam nor Satan is quilty 
of fleshly sin.    Satan, the first sinner, is impenitent and is condemned 
to hell.    He is, however, allowed to tempt man to join forces with him. 
14Jeremias, p.  188. 
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By contrast, Adam, also impenitent, escapes punishment because Christ pur- 
chased his salvation via the cross.15 Although the poet offers no explana- 
for the ways of God, he appears to be working within the same framework as 
the apostle who announces that God does not judge the two offenders equal- 
ly since angels are "greater in strength and power" (II Pet. 2:11) and man 
is an "irrational" beast "tending to the snare" (II Pet. 2:12). 
A second metaphor illustrating the need for penance is introduced 
later in the Noah segment of the homily.    After telling the story of Noah's 
remarkable escape in the ark, the poet reminds his listeners to beware "pe 
fylpe of pe flesch )3at pou be founden never" (Pur.  547).    According to 
him,  "One spec of a spote" (Pur.  551)may cause man to miss the sight of 
God.    He concludes this segment by saying that he shall seek to be like a 
margery pearl which has no seams or spots--an unblemished jewel. 
The Pearl-poet has frequently drawn on this particular metaphor to 
signify the state of innocence obtained though penance.    He refers to it 
in Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, and he builds an entire work around it 
in the Pearl.    In these writings he uses the metaphor in the typical sense 
of the fourteenth century.    That is, it is the symbol of purity and virtue 
drawing its meaning from Matthew 13, the parable of the Pearl of Great 
Price.16   The Biblical  text reads: 
Again the kingdom of heaven is like to a merchant 
seeking good pearls. 
Who when he had found one pearl of great price, went 
his way, and sold all that he had and bought it.    (Matt.  13:45-46) 
15See the following views on the stories:    Menner, p.  76; John 
Gardner,  Ed., The Complete Works of the Gawain Poet (Chicago, 1965; p.  bb. 
16Robert Max Garrett, The Pearl:    An Interpretation, Univ.  of 
Washington Publications in English IV, (Seattle, J9ia;, p.   i/. 
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The parable is interpreted by Wyclif as: 
Clerkes seien pat margarites ben prescious stones founden 
in pe see wipinne shellfishe; and pei ben on two maneres: 
sum hoolid and sum hool.    And margaritis ben a cordial medi- 
cine, and pei maken faire mennes atire, and comforter men- 
nis hertes.    Pis oo margarite is oure Lord Jesus Crist...17 
A modern scholar, Robert Max Garrett, goes one step farther when he inter- 
prets the pearl as an image which has four possible symbolic meaninqs. It 
is the Host which is the body of Christ; the Eucharist, for Christ is part 
of that; man, because man may become a pearl  by cleansing himself of all 
1R sin; and Christ himself, the one great Pearl.       As one can see, the poet 
is working with a very complicated image that can draw up a number of pos- 
1 Q 
sible interpretations, three of which focus on Christ as the Pearl. 
Thus, when the poet admonishes his audience that "one spec of a 
spote may spede to mysse/Of t>e sy^te of >e Soverayn >at syttez so hy3e" 
(551-552), he is thinking in terms of the sins that may keep man from the 
sight of God.    And when he says that it behooves him to shine like the 
"margery-perle"  (556), he is deeming it necessary to become like Christ. 
Therefore, man's only recourse is to become as pure as Christ throuqh 
penance. 
17John Wyclif, Select English Works of John Wyclif, Ed. Thomas Arnold 
(Oxford,   1899)   I, p.  286. 
TSGarrett, p. 25. 
1 historically we find that early Christians frequently referred to 
the pearl  as Mukta, the pure.    It is also found to be the "only precious 
stone mentioneTTn the New Testament" accordinq to Ceorqe F.  Kunz and 
Charles H.  Stevenson, The Book of the Pearl:    The History, Art, Science, 
and Industry of Gems,  (New York, 1908), p.  4. 
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The idea of penance underlies the entire flood exemplum in that the 
poet interprets the deluge as man's punishment for sexual offenses.    This 
explanation is necessary if he is to retain the same moral message through- 
out his sermon.    At first it might appear that he is interpreting the text 
to his own advantage since the Bible version is not specific as to the ex- 
act causes of the flood.    However, modern scholars believe that the idea 
of sexual  impurity as the cause of the alluvion is in keeping with a medi- 
20 eval tradition.        This  is apparently the case since Chaucer's Parson sug- 
gests a similar view when he says: 
...by the synne of lecherie God dreynte al the world at the 
diluge. And after that he brente fyye cities with thonder- 
leyt, and sank hem into helle.  (339T1 
And the Book of the Knight of La Tour-Landry reiterates the same idea. 
...Noy is flode that stroied the worlde for the pride and 
the disguysinge that was amonge women.    And whanne the 
deuelle sawe hem so disguysing and counterfeting hem, he 
made hem falle into the foule synne of lechery, that dis- 
plesed so moche oure Lorde, that he made it reyne fourti 
dayes and fourti nightes without cesing,..." 
It seems apparent that the Pearl-poet has only one view in mind. 
He is intent upon convincing those before him that God will condemn them to 
20Edwin Dodge Cuffe,  "An Interpretation of Patience, Cleanness, and 
the Pearl  from the Viewpoint of Imagery," Diss.  Univ. of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill, 1951, p. 101. 
21 Geoffrey Chaucer, The Works of Geoffrey Chaucer, Ed.  F. N Robin- 
son, (Boston, 1961), P. 255. 
22The Book of the Knight of La Tour-Landry, Ed. Thomas Wright, EETS, 
OS, XXXIII   (London,  1868), p.   62. 
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the fires of hell  1f they do not repent and pay penance.    Thus, he sees 
God as a vengeful  Deity who punishes those who dare to appear before Him 
in unclean garments.    He reminds his listeners that when God finds a man 
whose heart is  "honest and hoi, fiat hapel he honorez" (594).    But those 
others who commit bodily sins, he commits to the "dome of be doube for 
dedez of schame"  (597). 
The concept of penance is treated in a converse manner in the Abra- 
ham exemplum.    Actually,  it is not Abraham with whom the poet is concerned. 
Abraham is guilty of no sin, and 1t is the sinful about whom the poet 
writes.    He wishes us to direct our attention toward Sara, Abraham's wife. 
In many respects, Sara is guilty of a sin that appears unpardonable.    She 
laughs at God for she does not believe Him: 
f>enne be burde byhynde toe dor for busmar la3ed, 
And sayde sothly to hirself Sare be madde: 
'May pou traw for tykle bat toou t[em]e mo3tez, 
And I so hy3e out of age, and also my lorde.'   (653-656) 
And later when God accuses her of this indiscretion, she lies to Him: 
Penne swenged forth Sare and swer, by hir trawbe, 
>at for lot bay lansed ho la3ed never.  (667-668) 
However, God does not become angry with her actions even though there is no 
outward show of penitence.    Apparently, the poet wishes to establish the 
loving father image in order to explain those impenitent sins that go unpun- 
ished.    Thus, he uses this story as a basis for presenting a second facet 
in the nature of God, his mercifulness.    In this manner, he qives God more 
human characteristics than noted heretofore.    The Genesis version of the 
story emphasizes Sara's fear of God.    "Sara denied, saying:  I did not lauah: 
for she was afraid.    But the Lord said, Nay: but thou didst laugh" (Gen.  18:15). 
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But, the Pearl-poet interprets God's response to her laughter as:    "'Now 
innoghe, hit is not so,'  penne nurned >e Dry3tyn,   'For pou la3ed alo3, bot 
let we hit one'" (669-670).    It is clear that the poet wishes to suggest 
an entirely different image than that of the Biblical writer.    He desires 
to present God as a loving and charitable Father who will forgive the sins 
of His children.    This father figure fits the poet's design in that it 
enables him to illustrate the two aspects of this Deity--the loving Father 
and the avenging God.    Each view is important to his overall message since 
it is the loving Father who forgives the penitent sinner and the avenging 
God who condemns the impenitent to hell. 
In the Lot exemplum, the poet reverses his technigue to allow God 
to assume a more fearful  role.    Lot's wife serves as an example of a dis- 
obedient, and hence unclean, wife.    When Lot was making preparations for 
the evening meal, he cautioned his wife that "wyth no sour ne no salt 
servez hym never" (820).    However, pride and the wife's disobedient nature 
leads her to ultimate destruction.    Deliberately ignoring her husband's 
instructions, she reconciled her decision to salt the food when she said to 
herself: 
...'tis un[s]avere hyne 
Lovez no salt in her sauce; 3et hit no skyl were 
Pat oper burne be boute, pa3 bope be nyse.'    (822-824) 
By salting the food, she lays the groundwork for the final story in which 
she receives her just punishment. 
By disobeying her husband's behest, Lot's wife is guilty not only of 
"mistraube" (996), but also of pride. However, since her sin is not one of 
the flesh, God does not punish her until she sins a second time.    This occurs 
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in the second major exemplum.    God warns Lot and his family not to look on 
the destruction of Sodom.    But his wife does not obey; she "Blusched 
byhynden her bak, Jiat bale for to herkken"  (980).    For this second trans- 
gression, she was turned into a pillar of salt.    The author of the Book of 
the Knight of La Tour-Landry interprets the Biblical  story: 
...Looth is wiff was not wise to kepe the comaundement of God, 
but she loked ageine, and sawe the towne and the pepille, and 
she turned to a stone, the whiche is significacion of hem that 
God deliverithe oute of penile and synne, the whiche turnithe 
ayen therto into the waye of dampnacion, that is to mene, that 
they that be confession are clensed and repented, and beden that 
they shulde not loke bakwarde ayenne to do synne." 
Apparently, the Pearl-poet wishes us to view the wife's actions in much the 
same manner as The Book of the Knight.    He interprets her initial  sin as 
being unworthy of punishment; however, her second offense cannot be disre- 
garded.    All  of this looks forward to the Belshazzar seqment which repeats 
the same message as  II Peter 2:21: 
For it had been better for them not to have known the 
way of justice than after they have known it, to turn back 
from that holy commandment which was delivered to them. 
As in his first major exemplum, the Pearl-poet   again illustrates the 
consequences of unrepentant sin in the story of Sodom and Gomorrah.    The 
people of these cities were participating in a form of sexual activity that 
offended God, for He had ordained that sex should be such as: 
When two true togeder had ty3ed hemselven, 
Bytwene a male and his make such merpe schulde co[m]e, 
Wei  ny3e pure paradys mo3t preve no better.  [HK-/WJ 
Therefore, when the townsmen dared to deviate from the norm and refused to 
feel  any need for repentance, God grew very angry.    They had soiled their 
23Book of the Kniaht of La Tour-Landry, p. 71. 
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s 
garments of righteousness; their souls were no longer pure as the margery 
pearl; and they had failed to pay penance for their sins. God had no al- 
ternative except to punish their wickedness. 
Perhaps the poet anticipated that his congregation would look upon 
these stories in two ways.    First, they would see them as illustrations of 
God's anger when His children are guilty of "fylpe of the flesch."   And 
second, they would see the punishment that is placed upon impenitent of- 
fenders in hell.    Their only recourse would therefore be to seek the same 
comfort as the writer of this fourteenth century verse: 
To God it is a sacrifyce 
The goost f)at is [a]greuyd sore; 
Meke hert schal  thow noght despice, 
Whiles repentaunce may it restore. 
I haue forslowthid, Lorde, thi service. 
And litel   leuyd after thi lore, 
Bot now I repent and aryse; 
Mercy, Iheuse, I wil no more. 
The Pearl-poet amplifies his posture on penance in his exhortation 
on purity (1049-1148).    He asserts that if one wishes to enter God's court, 
he must be "clene"  (1056).    However, to be "clene" is to be as the pearl 
or Christ, a state made possible "pun schryfte" (1115) and "with penaunce" 
(1116).    The pearl  itself is explained by the poet as having less monetary 
value than other stones.    However, according to him, it has certain qual- 
ities which make it desirable.    Among these are its  "schap rounde" (1121), 
and its purity and perfection,  "wythouten faut ober fylpe" (1122).    In 
this instance,  it seems apparent that the poet is urging the acceptance 
24The Wheatley Manuscript:    A Collection of Middle English Verse 
and Prose Contained in a Ms. Now in the British Museum, Ed.  Mabel Day 
Hohdon,  1921),  p.   41. 
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of the Eucharist as a primary means of becoming like Christ—the Pearl. 
The pearl  then assumes some of its earlier symbolic meanings.    It is the 
host that is  "schap rounde" (1121); it is the soul which may be washed 
clean with the wine of the Eucharist; and it is Christ who awaits the 
penitent soul. 
In the final  Belshazzar exemplum, the Pearl-poet introduces a third 
metaphor to illustrate man's need for penance.    The image is first estab- 
lished in the initial segment of the story when the poet describes the 
seizure of the holy relics (1269-1292).    He views this pillage in the same 
manner as that of the previous massacre.    It is as though he is indicating, 
without really saying, that these relics were more than prized religious 
objects. 
If we remember that the Bible often refers to mankind as a vessel, 
then the seizure of the relics becomes the seizure of God's children.    The 
Prophecy of Jeremias gives credit to this assumption: 
And the vessel was broken which he was making of 
clay with his hands:  and turning he made another ves- 
sel, as  it seemed good in his eyes to make 1t. 
Then the word of the Lord came to me saying: 
Cannot I do with you, as this potter, 0 house of 
Israel,  saith the Lord?   Behold as clay is in the hand 
of the potter, so are you in my hand.  (Jer.  18:4-6) 
The analogy is again noted in Isias: 
And now, 0 Lord, thou art our father, and we are 
clay:  and thou art our maker, and we all are the work 
of thy hands.   (Isa.  64:8) 
Apparently medieval man found this to be a particularly attractive 
metaphor.    In the Book of the Knight of La Tour-Landry the story is told of 
an evil  lady who was saved from drowning.    After her near fatal accident, 
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she dreamed that she had found a silver platter in a dung hill.    It was 
covered with black spots.    While admiring her newfound treasure, the lady 
heard a voice which advised her to cleanse the platter until  it shone as 
"white and clene, as whene it came oute of the maistres honde that made 
hit."    In the story, the dream is then interpreted by a holy man who says: 
the platter drawen oute of the donge likeenithe the soule 
in the bodi, and yef the bodi consented not to synne, the 
soule shulde be as white and as clene as the siluer whanne 
1t come furst from the goldsmithe, for so clene is the soule 
whan he comithe from baptime; and the soule is the plater 
that was foynde in the dongge, so is the bodi donqge, wormes, 
and felthe.25 
Therefore, even though the Pearl-poet does not explicitly state that he has 
the vessel metaphor in mind, he is apparently continuing the Biblical and 
medieval  tradition by working within this context.    The vessels then take 
on anagogical  overtones as they become the children of God who had been 
consecrated to His service.    In this instance, they are defiled by the 
satanic concubines and represent those who have sinned a second time, have 
refused penance, and are doomed to hell.    All of this appears to be the 
antithesis of the marriage feast. 
Of course, the message intended by the poet is simply stated in the 
two feast exempla.    If man seeks to live a virtuous life throuah "schryfte" 
(1115) and "penaunce"  (1116), he will join Christ in the heavenly Jerusalem. 
But, it he refuses to follow the precepts of the Church, he will be doomed 
to the Babylonian hell.    Thus, the poet begins his sermon with the promise 
of God's reward for a virtuous and faithful  life.    And he concludes it with 
25Book of the Knight of La Tour-Landry, p. 11. 
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the reminder that, even as God rewards the faithful, He also punishes 
those who refuse to live according to His dictates.    In this manner, the 
writer provides a circular pattern to his sermon in that it ends in the 
same manner as it began.    The intended message is given both a positive 
and a negative aspect. 
As John Gardner suggests, a complete understanding of Purity re- 
quires a view of the poem as a whole.    The work progresses from Noah who 
represents "all mankind," to Lot who represents a "particular man."26 
In each instance the poet reveals the punishment given those who sin 
against God.    His wrath is tempered when there is a failure in troth as in 
Adam and Eve, Sara, Zedekiah and Nebuchadnezzar.    But, when there are sins 
of the flesh, God's wrath is complete.    The distinction must be made, how- 
ever, that the Deity forgives all sin when penance is done.    When persons 
are impenitent (unclean), they are doomed, as were Noah's countrymen,   Lot's 
wife, the people of Sodom and Gomorrah, and Belshazzar.    Therefore, he 
wishes to encourage his people to realize that man, by virtue of living in 
a fallen world,  has soiled his garments of righteousness. 
He has the alternative to remain in that state or to accept God's 
invitation to join His select company.    This can be done only through pen- 
ance.    Purity and the apostle's II Peter 2, thus, are seen to be unified 
through the utilization of an identical penitential theme.    Each calls for 
immediate penance and each insists that a return to the sinful state after 
absolution is worse than having never received penance at all.    By stressing 
the need for penance, both writers hope to move man, whether he lives in 
the second or the fourteenth century, to recognize his need and to prepare 
for the coming of God.    The Pearl-poet saw this thematic similarity, and 
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he knew that the text would provide him with a readily available pattern. 
This adoption was especially appropriate in the fourteenth century since 
the Bible was the undisputed authority and, by medieval standards, the 
best source for exemplary materials. 
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CONCLUSION 
Having viewed Purity from the structural, thematic, and historical 
points of view,  the poem is found to be more thematically sophisticated 
and structurally organized than most former studies have suqaested.    First, 
the sermon is not simply the product of a poet's desire to express his 
aversion to sexual   impurity.    Rather, it is part of the Church literature 
evolving from the Lateran Counsel of 1215 which created a need for peniten- 
tial writings.     It is also a reaction to the advent of the preaching friar 
who influenced fourteenth century preaching techniques out of which nrew 
the metrical sermon.    Second, the work is not a ramblino bit of medieval 
didacticism without any form or plan.    It is a precisely organized Univer- 
sity sermon that follows the accepted standards for sermon construction. 
Not only does the Pearl-poet retain the tripartite division throughout, 
but he carefully incorporates the three-fold plan into his three sets of 
exempla.    Finally, Purity is not a random selection of Biblical tales in- 
spired by a love for description.    Rather, the poet's choice of exempla is 
probably the result of his decision to use II Peter 2 as the primary source 
for his sermon. 
Since the work is so highly structured, what then is the thematic 
unity we might suspect to be a product of such order?   We have already 
noted in the opening lines that he wished to "comende" (1) cleanness, but 
he does so by writing in contrasts.    He demonstrates the hatred God feels 
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for "fylpe,"  (6) and presents nine stories which deal with failure in 
trawth and sexual  impurity.    At first, the reader is convinced that the 
poet wishes to present the two aspects of sin in a neoative sense    and that 
he plans to distinguish between the two.    This is only partially true.    He 
indicates    that failure in trawth is less serious than "fylpe" of the flesh. 
However, his prime concern is not really with the particular kind of sin in 
which man becomes involved.    The major point is the state of impenitence. 
If man sins, regardless of the type of sin, and refuses penance, he is doom- 
ed to hell.     If he repents, he is saved and will enjoy heavenly communion 
with God. 
Therefore,  the poet's primary purpose is to encouraqe his parishoners 
to look at themselves objectively and to determine whether they are in need 
of penance.    He does this by telling nine stories, each of which has a spe- 
cific purpose.    He begins with the parable of the Wedding Feast which is 
intended to remind the congregation of the imminence of either the Parousia 
or death and the necessity for immediate penance.    He then moves from one 
exemplum to another until  he has told all nine stories illustrating God's 
wrath.    He tells of the sins of the world (Noah's flood), the sins of the 
two cities  (Sodom and Gomorrah), and the sins of a single man (Belshazzar). 
He begins with the story of the heavenly Jerusalem (Wedding Feast) and ends 
with the Babylonian hell   (Belshazzar's Feast).    In all of this he empha- 
sizes man's need for immediate penance and its availability onlv throunh 
Christ. 
In the preparation of this thesis a rather interesting aspect was 
noted.    First, Purvty. seemed to have an affinity with the subject matter in 
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other church literature written in celebration of Whitsunday.    Second, 
Whitsunday derived its name from white Sunday in deference to the increased 
baptisms on that date,1 and in Purity the Pearl-poet made frequent refer- 
ences to man's white baptismal  robes.    Third, the medieval  liturgy of Whit- 
sunday was concerned with the "heavenly Jerusalem,"2 and the poet himself 
interpreted the wedding feast as such.    Fourth, Whitsunday is in celebra- 
tion of the Pentecost which is defined as the "outpourina of wit."    This 
pouring metaphor seemed appropriate to the Belshazzar segment.    In this 
exemplum man becomes a receptacle which may be defiled by    sin and unfit 
to receive God.    Although this hypothesis is interestinq, it is too tenuous 
for a conclusive argument.    However, the similitude cannot be entirely dis- 
regarded, and it is,, at least, a subject for future research. 
In spite of this, the poet's ultimate qoal  is not too tenuous to be 
ascertained throughout his sermon.    He is seen to emphasize the Christian 
concepts of humility, avoidance of sin, cleansinn of sin, and seekino the 
highest goal of Christianity—the contemplative life.    He reinforces the 
necessity to retain spiritual  cleanness through penance: 
...schyne \)ura schryfte, ^3 rjou haf schome served, 
And pure pe with penaunce tyl t>ou a perle worpe.  (1115-1116) 
Thus, he is outlining the standard way 1n which the Christian soul may 
]Edward M.  Deems, Ed., Holy Days and Holidays (Detroit, 1968), p. 258. 
2Sarah Appleton Weber, Theology and Poetry in the Middle English 
Lyric:    A Study of History and Aesthetic Form (Columbus, 1969), n.  9. 
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attain the necessary purification in order to attain happiness.    In his 
final  lines he admonishes his audience to remember that filth "Entyses hym 
to be tene, tel[des] up his wrake," (1808) but concludes with the assurance 
that "clannes" is his comfort. 
What more could the twentieth century ask than to accept the Pearl- 
poet on his own terms?    He was a man who truly cared for the souls of those 
around him.    He took the time to compose a precise penitential sermon in 
the hope that he would draw his listeners to penitential  action, and he did 
it in the most pleaslnq way that he knew, by verse.    After six hundred 
years, we can only hope that he accomplished what he set out to do. 
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